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Recent years have dramatically shown how certain low probability, high impact events such as a pandemic can radically reshape how

(western) societies (re)think what a “good life” means, particularly in terms of taken-for-granted assumptions about enjoying low exposure

to health, economic and other risks. The COVID-19 pandemic is an exceptional event. And yet, in general terms, it is a powerful reminder

that risk is a prominent feature of contemporary organizing. Indeed, it can be argued that all contemporary organizing takes place in an

era of “riski�cation” (Hardy & Maguire, 2016) – a period in history when risk plays an increasingly prominent role in both organizational

and personal lives. As a result, policy makers, organizational leaders and other members of organizations increasingly engage in “riskwork”

(Power, 2016): everyday actions, practices, and routines through which they make sense of risk, themselves, and their roles, as well as try,

collectively, to enact institutional scripts associated with the appropriate identi�cation, assessment and management of risk.

On this basis, organizational and management studies of risk (Hardy et al., 2020) help us to understand how organizational leaders

address complex challenges, including how to strike a balance between preserving legacy values and cultural practices and the need to

continuously adapt to changing contexts by re-imagining organizations and institutions. The notion of “riskwork” challenges prevailingLogin myEGOS
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concepts of risk and o�ers exciting research opportunities to illuminate the challenges of improving organizational and individual lives. It

sheds light, for example, on the day-to-day practices enacted as organizations and institutions seek to promote a “good life” through both

anticipation-focused and resilience-focused strategies (Williams et al., 2017). It also highlights how organizational leaders and policy

makers must deal with a variety of “risk objects” (Hilgartner, 1992) simultaneously – often with potentially catastrophic interdependencies

among them and, therefore, requiring complex trade-o�s.

A “riski�cation” perspective (Hardy & Maguire, 2016) encourages us to critically examine the role of formally recognised experts and

established scienti�c disciplines providing the codi�ed principles, methods and frameworks that inform the actions and governance of

organizations of all types (Aven, 2016; Power, 2007, 2016). In the contemporary “Anthropocene” (Wright et al., 2018), scientists and other

experts construct a wide range of undesirable futures to be avoided, providing compelling reasons to take action in the face of global

challenges such as climate change, geopolitical con�icts, and the pandemic crisis. Nevertheless, it always seems that not enough is being

done to preserve the “good life” of future generations.

Certainly, there is lots of “riskwork” to be done by practitioners and studied by academics. And such “riskwork” continues to increase in

various domains (Hardy et al., 2020; Power, 2016), as societies experience the e�ects of interdependent risks that go to the heart of a

Western “good life”. We are interested in papers that examine empirically, theoretically and/or critically these issues and the role of risk in

contemporary organizing. As issues of risk cut across traditional disciplinary boundaries, we particularly welcome papers that draw on

multiple perspectives to better understand the complex relationship between risk and organizing, including organization theory, strategy,

and accounting as well as social studies of �nance or of science and technology. More speci�cally, we invite contributions that explore risk

in and around organizations in terms of the overall EGOS colloquium theme, as shown in the indicative questions that follow.

Organizing risk for a “good life”:

How can risk reconcile (or not) inherited “legacy” pasts and “imagination” of the future?

How does the attempt to address heterogeneous, future unknowns a�ect organizations’ ability to build on, or maintain, their cultural
values?

How does “riskwork” mask and/or reproduce pre-existing cultural values?

How does organizing risk contribute or detract from going “back to normal”?

What legacy from prevailing ways of managing risk do we want to perpetuate? From what prevailing ways of managing risk should we
emancipate ourselves?

How does the pursuit of innovative practices pose new risks? To what extent does it challenge dominant risk discourses and paradigms?

What kind of new interdependency risks and requirements for accountability emerge from the design of workplaces that promote
imagination and wellbeing?

To what extent is the growing regulation of risk facilitating or hampering organizations’ capacities to build better futures through
continuous innovation?

Leveraging risk and “riskwork” as a frame of inquiry to enrich organization studies:

How can studies of “riskwork” navigate multiple levels of analysis?

How do individuals and organizations address the tensions inherent in “riskwork”, such as that between reducing versus absorbing
complexity or that of balancing anticipation and resilience?

How can we articulate multi-disciplinary perspectives to build a comprehensive and integrative framework of risk? Is such a framework
desirable?

What does “riskwork” tell us about individuals’ and organizations’ understandings of responsibility and accountability?

How does “riskwork” mask and/or reproduce power relations?

How might research on risk inform research on stakeholder theory, corporate social responsibility, and organizations and the natural
environment? How might these literatures inform research on risk?

How might research on risk inform institutional theory? How might institutional theory inform research on risk?

How do social values, norms, symbols and emotions shape risk organizing processes? How do they challenge risk management
“scientism” and expert work?

How might organizational research on risk more e�ectively inform practice?
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